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Abstract
Longitudinal studies are very common in medical, behavioral, and interventional sciences. One measure of effect of interest in
longitudinal studies is risk ratio, naturally estimated by log-binomial regression which suffers from convergence problems. Odds
ratio (OR) does not approximate risk ratio (RR) well when the outcome is common, so alternative methods have been introduced
in cohort studies with one follow-up visit. In this paper, we illustrate two simple methods: the COPY method and the modified
log-Poisson regression for RR estimation in longitudinal data setting. Our unpublished simulation study on RR estimation in
longitudinal data setting suggests that the COPY method performs well in terms of closeness of the RR estimate and true RR (mean
square error) and so we suggest this method for RR estimation in longitudinal data setting.
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Introduction
Because of their specific features, longitudinal studies are
very common in medical, behavioral, and interventional
sciences.1 In longitudinal studies, the outcome may be
measured in several follow-up visits.2 The main aim of
such research is to estimate the effect of an exposure or
treatment on an outcome over time.3 Due to repeated
measurements of outcome, correlation is observed among
responses of a participant at different visits, which should
be accounted for in the analysis; otherwise the standard
error of effect estimates will be underestimated leading
to P values which are too small and confidence intervals
which are too narrow.4,5 One measure of effect of interest
in longitudinal studies with binary outcomes is risk ratio
(RR). The natural model for estimating adjusted RR is logbinomial regression. Unfortunately, this model suffers from
convergence problems.6 For rare outcomes (approximately
less than 10%), RR can be approximated with odds ratio
(OR), but for common outcomes, OR overstates RR. In
this paper, we illustrate two simple alternative methods, the
COPY method and the modified log-Poisson regression, for
estimating adjusted RR in longitudinal data setting.
The GEE Method
In 1986, Liang and Zeger introduced an estimation method,
called generalized estimation equations (GEE), for analyzing
non-normal longitudinal data.7 This method is based on
the quasi-likelihood approach in which only the mean (the
regression model) and variance of outcome is specified
and knowing the outcome’s distribution is not necessary.

In GEE, the quasi-likelihood approach is generalized to
allow for a working correlation structure for example via
a matrix that explains how outcomes in different visits are
correlated. Moreover, cluster robust standard errors, based
on the empirical variability of data, are used to account for
the within-participant correlation.8,9
The working correlation structure has different types such
as exchangeable, auto-regressive (AR) and unstructured.
Exchangeable correlation means that correlation between
each two visits is equal for example, the correlation between
visits 1 and 2 is equal to the correlation between visits 1
and 3 and is equal to the correlation between visits 1 and
4. AR correlation is suitable for situations that correlation
between adjacent visits is equal, but it decreases over time.
For example: correlation between visits 1 and 2 is equal
to correlation between visits 2 and 3 or visits 3 and 4, but
correlation between visits 1 and 3 is weaker than correlation
between visits 1 and 2. In an unstructured correlation, there
is no structure in correlation between different visits.10 The
GEE method is not sensitive to the incorrect selection of the
correlation structure type: if a wrong correlation structure
is selected, the estimation of parameters is still unbiased
assuming the regression model is correct, but precision will
be reduced.4
Risk Ratio Estimation in Longitudinal Studies
Binary outcomes are very common in longitudinal studies,
and logistic regression is commonly used for estimating
the effect of exposure/treatment. For cohort studies with
only one outcome measurement, the logistic regression
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model assumes that logarithm of odds is equal to the linear
combination of variables:

 p 
log 
 = β 0 + β1Trt + ... + β p C p
 1− p 

Model 1

where P represents the risk of outcome during the
follow-up, Trt denotes the treatment variable, Cs represent
confounders, and βs represent regression coefficients. The
exp(β1) is the treatment OR i.e., the ratio of the odds in the
treatment group to that in the control group. The logistic
regression model 1 can be generalized to longitudinal data
as model 2 below:
 pj 
log 
β 0 + β1Trt + β 2C1... + β p −1visit
=
 1 − p 
j 

+ β p visit ∗ Trt

Model 2

where Pj represents the risk of outcome in follow-up visit
j (varies from 0 to J), Trt denotes treatment variable, visit is
follow-up visit, Cs represent confounders, and βs represent
regression coefficients. The main difference between models
1 and 2 is inclusion of visit and interaction term between
visit and treatment which means the effect of treatment
depend on follow-up visit i.e., exp(β1) is the treatment
OR in the first follow-up visit (j = 0), exp(β1 + βp) is the
treatment OR in the second follow-up visit (j = 1), exp(β1
+ 2βp) is the treatment OR in the third follow-up visit (j
= 0), and so on. Another difference is that GEE method
should be used for model estimation to take into account
the within-subject correlation.
Although logistic regression is a convenient model
frequently used in practice, its result is summarized as OR
which cannot be easily interpreted by non-experts. In fact,
OR is sometime misinterpreted as RR, the ratio of the
risk in the treatment group to that in the control group,
in published papers.11,12 Moreover, OR also suffers from a
mathematical peculiarity known as non-collapsibility13 so
that adjusted OR can be different from unadjusted OR in the
absent of confounder. Both issues are not important as long
as the risk of outcome is low (say below 10%) in all strata
of treatment and covariates. However, the rare outcome
assumption is violated in many randomized clinical trials,
so the effect measure of interest is generally RR in cohort
studies.14,15 OR is only useful if it approximate RR.
RR can directly be estimated using the log-binominal
regression.16 In log-binominal regression model, the
logarithm of risk is assumed to be equal to the linear
combination of variables:
log( P) = β 0 + β 1Trt + β 2C1 + ... + β p C p
0 < P ≤1

Model 3

where as in the logistic regression model 1, P represents
the risk of outcome during the follow-up , Trt denotes
the treatment variable, Cs represent confounders, and βs

represent regression coefficients. The exp(β1) is the treatment
RR. The log-binomial regression model 3 can be generalized
to longitudinal data as model 4 below:
log ( Pj ) =
β 0 + β1Trt + β 2C1... + β p −1visit
+ β p visit ∗ Trt

Model 4

0 < P ≤1

as model 2, Pj represents the risk of outcome in follow-up
visit j (varies from 0 to J), Trt denotes the treatment variable,
visit is follow-up visit, Cs represent confounders, and βs
represent regression coefficients.
Log-binomial regression model such as models 3 and 4,
suffers from a structural problem. The left-hand side of
model 3 or 4 cannot take a positive value but the right-hand
side is unbounded. Thus, fitting log-binomial regression
may lead to non-convergence without providing any
treatment effect estimate.17 This event is more likely for high
values in the right side.
The COPY Method
In 2003, Petersen and Deddens introduced the COPY
method for solving the convergence problems inherent in
the log-binomial regression.18 In this method, the original
data is augmented with 1 copy of data in which the outcome
status is reversed and frequency weight “c-1” is assigned to the
original data set and frequency weight 1 is assigned to data
with reversed outcome. Thus augmented data set include c
copies of original data with reversed outcome status in just
1 copy. Then, the log-binomial regression is fitted to this
augmented data set and the standard error is corrected by
multiplying the apparent standard error by the square root
of c. Petersen and Deddens showed if c was large enough,
the model estimates obtained from the COPY method are
close to real values. Their simulation study showed that the
RR estimate is closer to true RR with c = 1000 than c = 100.
Another simulation study by Lumley et al suggested c = 25 is
sufficient for solving convergence problems in log-binomial
regression.19 The COPY method can be easily generalized
to longitudinal data by fitting model 4 mentioned above to
the augmented data set. The GEE method should be used
for model estimation to take into account the within-subject
correlation.
Modified Log-Poisson Regression
In 2004, Zou proposed a simple and effective method for
adjusted RR estimation in cohorts with one follow-up visit.
In this method, known as modified log-Poisson regression,
a log-Poisson regression model is used for RR estimation
and the standard error is corrected using the robust
sandwich approach. The robust standard error is based on
the empirical variability of the outcome and corrects the
apparent standard error suggested by Poisson distribution.
Unlike log-binomial regression, this method does not
have convergence problems20 but may generate predicted
probability greater than 1.21 Modified log-Poisson regression
can be easily generalized to longitudinal data. Again, the
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GEE method should be used for model estimation to take
into account within–subject correlation.
Application
We fit different regression models mentioned above and
compared the results using longitudinal mental depression
data with 3 follow-up visits.22 The data set includes 340
depressed patients who, according to initial diagnosis,
were divided into two groups of mild and severe. In each
group, patients randomly received the standard and new
treatments. The outcome was disease status (1: abnormal
and 0: normal), and was recorded in the first, second and the
fourth week after receiving treatment. The risks were equal
to 21%, 14%, and 8%, respectively.
To estimate RR for treatment, we fitted logistic regression,
log-binomial regression, and the COPY method with
different c (25, 100 and 1000and modified the log-Poisson
regression. We included treatment (new treatment: 1,
standard: 0), initial diagnosis (sever: 1, mild: 0), logtime
(logarithm of visit in week based on 2), and interaction term
between logtime and treatment in the model. The R codes
for all analyses are available upon request.
Results
Table 1 contains the results of fitting models with treatment
as the sole predictor in the model. Comparison of logistic
and log-binomial regression models suggests that the RR
estimate of the treatment effect from the former exaggerates
the effect estimate from the latter which is unsurprising
given that the outcome is not uncommon (>10% in the
first and second follow-up visits). Confidence interval is
also wider for logistic regression model than log-binomial
regression. As shown in Table 1, the number of copy should
be at least 100 for RR estimate from COPY method closely
Table 1. Unadjusted RR Estimates for Treatment Using Different Methods
Models

Risk Ratio

95% CI

Logistic*

0.49

(0.38–0.63 )

Log-binomial

0.68

(0.60–0.78 )

COPY method (c = 25)

0.71

(0.63–0.79 )

COPY method (c = 100)

0.69

( 0.60–0.79)

COPY method (c = 1000)

0.68

(0.60–0.78 )

Modified log-Poisson

0.68

(0.60–0.78 )

* For logistic regression unadjusted OR was reported.

approximates the estimate from log-binomial regression.
Table 2 presents the results of RR estimate from different
models adjusted for initial diagnosis in different visits. The
RR and OR are almost equal in the first week after receiving
treatment, because treatment has almost no effect in that
time. However, as expected, the OR estimate exaggerates the
treatment effect in later visits in which the treatment effect
appears. The results of COPY method (c = 1000) are close
to log-binomial regression (Table 2).
Discussion
In this study, we illustrated several methods including
logistic regression, log-binomial regression, the COPY
method and modified log-Poisson regression for estimating
RR in longitudinal data setting. The natural model for
estimating RR is log-binomial regression but it suffers from
convergence problems. Unfortunately, logistic regression
is often used to estimate the treatment effect on common
binary outcomes in longitudinal data analysis and the
resulting OR estimate is misinterpreted as RR.
In our unpublished simulation study on RR estimation in
longitudinal data setting, we compared modified log-Poisson
regression, the COPY method, and several other methods.
We concluded that the COPY method is superior to other
methods in terms of closeness of the RR estimate and true
RR (mean square error). However, there is no simulation
study comparing the COPY method and modified logPoisson regression in the longitudinal data setting or more
generally in clustered data setting. There is one simulation
study comparing these two methods in a cohort study with
one follow-up visit. This study concluded that the COPY
method is preferred for RR estimation because it does not
produce probability greater than 1 and has the smallest bias
and mean square error.21
There are many methods for RR estimation in longitudinal
studies.14 We choose the COPY method and modified logPoisson regression because they have generally worked well in
simulation studies and are simple to implement in statistical
software. However, there are time-varying confounders in
many longitudinal studies and all of conventional statistical
methods including the COPY method and modified logPoisson regression fail to provide unbiased RR estimate in
this setting if time-varying confounders are effected by prior
treatment.23 Causal methods including inverse probabilityof-treatment weighting and parametric g-formula should be

Table 2. Adjusted RR Estimatesa for Treatment in Different Weeks Using Different Methods
Models

RR in 1st Week (95% CI**)

RR in 2nd Week (95% CI)

RR in 4th Week (95% CI)

Logistic

1.06 (0.67 – 1.67)

0.38 (0.29 – 0.51)

0.14 (0.09 – 0.22)

Log-binomial

1.03 (0.92 – 1.16)

0.57 (0.50 – 0.66)

0.32 (0.24 – 0.42)

COPY method (c=25)

1.03 (0.92 – 1.16)

0.62 (0.55 – 0.70)

0.37 (0.29 – 0.48)

COPY method (c=100)

1.03 (0.92 – 1.16)

0.58 (0.51 – 0.67)

0.33 (0.25 – 0.44)

COPY method (c=1000)

1.03 (0.92 – 1.16)

0.58 (0.50 – 0.66)

0.32 (0.25 – 0.43)

Modified log-Poisson

1.04 (0.91 – 1.19)

0.56 (0.48 – 0.66)

0.30 (0.22 – 0.41)

b

The predictors in the model include treatment, initial diagnosis, logtime (logarithm of visit in week based on 2), and interaction term between logtime and
treatment.
b
For logistic regression adjusted OR was reported.
a
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used in this setting to estimate RR.23-30
Recommendations for Researchers
The measure of effect of interest in longitudinal studies is
adjusted RR. We recommend that researchers use the COPY
method with number of copies greater than 100 for RR
estimation in a longitudinal data setting.
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